Independent Schools operate within an ever-changing
risk landscape
Cyber bullying, terrorism, funding changes, climate change, competition for talent, increased litigiousness;
the list of potential new risks is seemingly endless.
We’re not just here to help you transfer your school’s risk via insurance, but to help you build excellence in
risk management.

Top risk concerns for Independent Schools
Aon’s 2017 Independent Schools Risk Survey revealed the top 10 risk concerns for Independent Schools.
A careful consideration of all of these concerns will help ensure a comprehensive approach to your risk profile.
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Everything we do centres on protecting schools, and the people within them, from risk, no matter the size or
make up of the school. Our tailored solutions for Independent Schools seek to address the risk concerns raised above,
either directly or indirectly.

aon.com.au/schools

Solutions for Independent Schools
Our understanding of the education industry and independent schools sector provides us with insight into the
challenges and opportunities that impact upon your school’s structure and operations. We look to empower our
Independent Schools clients through our core capabilities of Risk, Talent and Health, and their underlying solutions.

¥¥ Property & casualty

¥¥ Governance evaluation

¥¥ Work health and safety

¥¥ Risk assessment and advice

¥¥ Candidate assessment

¥¥ Employee wellness programs

¥¥ Directors and officers liability

¥¥ Leadership and talent

¥¥ Mental health first aid

consultancy

¥¥ Valuations
¥¥ Business continuity and

critical incident planning

¥¥ Employee engagement

surveys

¥¥ Student travel and safety
¥¥ Cyber risk

courses
¥¥ People risk and workers’

compensation
¥¥ Safety audits and due

diligence

¥¥ Claims advocacy

Support for the Independent Schools’ sector
As the strategic risk and insurance partner to the Association of School Business
Administrators (ASBA), we are committed to raising awareness of effective risk
management with independent schools.
Our partnership with the AISNSW further reinforces our commitment to the sector,
and enables us to contribute to the development of education professionals to
promote educational excellence across Australia.
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General Advice Warning
The information contained in this flyer is general in nature and should not be relied on as advice (personal or otherwise) because
your personal needs, objectives and financial situation have not been considered. So before deciding whether a particular product
is right for you, please consider the relevant Product Disclosure Statement or contact us to speak to an adviser.
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